Spanking The Naughty Stud (Taken By The Gay Priest 2)(MM, MMM, Menage, Straight-to-Gay, First Time Gay Erotica)
A man struggling with homosexual desires is seduced into spanking his rival by a hunky, gay priest! Jackson wants to be an upright man, dedicated in his marriage to his wife, fighting off his desires for other men. But when he learns his wife is cheating on him with Truman, the dashing playboy attending his church, Jackson turns to his new priest for support. Gabriel wants to show Jackson how he really is. When Jackson arrives to meet with the priest, he discovers Truman naked, pleasuring the priest. Gay passion explodes in Jackson as he witches the two hunky men. And everything changes when Gabriel invites Jackson in to spank Truman’s ass. He's been a naughty boy! This passionate, hot tale is full of gay, MM, anal, oral, first time gay, straight to gay, clergy, menage erotica that is not for the faint of heart!
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